
When Munich Re’s ergo primary insurance subsidiary bought 
€12.5 billion of swaptions in the first half of 2005, it potentially dwarfed 
previous similar transactions in the uK and Denmark. Although the 
transaction reduced eco nomic capital for the life companies by about 
8%, it was not prompted by regulators alarmed by declines in solvency. 

According to Jan Willing, a senior consultant at Munich Re’s inte-
grated risk management (iRM) division, “What is interesting about our 
transaction is that it was not triggered by any regulatory requirements 
like in Denmark, the uK and other areas.”

At Munich Re, the impetus to hedge came from the top, via the iRM 
division created in 2004 by chairman nikolaus von Bomhard, and run 
by chief risk officer charlie Shamieh. As Shamieh has already pointed 
out (see Life & Pensions, nov/Dec 2005), this conforms to von 

Munich Re made 
history when it entered 

into a massive €12.5 billion 
swaption hedge in 2005. But does 

the transaction showcase ALM 
best practice?

nicholas dunbar reports

gamePlaying the ALM
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Bomhard’s view of the cRO as guardian of shareholder value. 
But some observers outside Germany wonder about the degree to 

which Munich Re-style centralised adoption of strategic balance sheet 
hedges executed with investment banks represents a step forward. An 
alternative model pioneered by French giant Axa offers a looser, decen-
tralised approach to risk mitigation, and a dynamic convexity and 
duration management function geared towards creating capacity for 
innovative new products. 

According to Axa’s cRO, Francois Robinet, “Maybe its easier to do 
things centrally when you have one big balance sheet. What we believe 
in here is communication: we don’t want to have dogmatic positions. 
The governance structure has to be in synch with the management 
structure, where we work together and use consistent processes and 

guidelines. entities are managed locally, and therefore we want to 
have good local teams. We provide the framework, but it is then the 
company’s decision.”

Central control or consistent framework?
in Germany, the need for centralised balance sheet control was twofold. 
As a result of an entrenched book value accounting and regulatory cul-
ture, German life companies “were generally not as concerned at all by 
falling interest rates”, according to Willing. Despite having offered what 
Shamieh describes as “hefty interest rate guarantees” to policyholders. 
The accounting of undeclared bonus reserves using the RFB 
(Rückstellung für Beitragsrückerstattung) mechanism is partly to blame 
for this complacency, Shamieh argues.

Kent Griffin
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“They invest every year; the guarantee is set at 
the inception of the policy. it is unlike other coun-
tries. The peculiarity is that the free RFB and 
terminal bonus funds are not liabilities, but can 
actually be counted as capital – available financial 
resources – and that sticks out in the european life 
insurance landscape.”

There was also a history of poor communica-
tion between the asset and liability sides of 
insurance companies, adds Willing. “in the past, 
not only in our company, the asset managers did 
not look at the liabilities. And they were often 
separated geographically.” With investment 
mandates focused purely on yield, some German 
insurance fund managers bought callable bonds, 
which added to the falling interest rate exposure 
or convexity already present in the liability port-

folio. According to Willing, 
“That problem was not, 

and is not, very signifi-
cant in ergo companies, 
fortunately.”
it was not without some 

trepidation that Shamieh 
and his iRM team first 
made the trip from Munich 
to speak to the ergo sub-

sidiaries in hamburg and 
Düsseldorf. According to 

Shamieh, “When we first intro-
duced these market-consistent 

concepts to German life 
companies they 
thought we’d come 
from Mars,” he jokes. 
But Shamieh soon 
brought his hosts 
down to earth.

“We conducted a 
pilot where we rep-
resented – for the 
largest life com-
pany – their entire 

office, using a series of model points represented 
by their major product groups.” using modern 
simulation techniques, Shamieh and Willing 
revealed the true economic picture to the life 
company’s management. 

One ergo subsidiary, Victoria Leben, proved to 
be so undercapitalised on this realistic basis, that 
ergo was forced to inject €500 million of share-
holder capital in 2004 to protect policyholders. in 
other words, declining interest rates had forced 
shareholders to take all of the downside, while they 
could only participate in 10% of any upside. The 
message from Munich Re’s board was clear: the 
price for such cash calls would be to follow 
Shamieh’s lead on risk management. 

“We felt that shareholders would be expecting 
that we do something about that asset-liability risk 
because it’s quite steep. Once you’ve gone through 
policyholder buffers, risk bearing funds, then the 
business model turns from 90/10 to 100/0 in 
terms of allocation between policyholder and 
shareholder profits. That happens exponentially as 
you burn through policyholder risk bearing funds. 
That’s what motivated most of our work.”

For Axa’s globally diverse insurance subsidiar-
ies, any group-wide risk initiative to protect 
shareholders would have to be more subtle, as 
Robinet explains. “When we created the risk 
management function, including the asset-liabil-
ity management (ALM) function, we did not 
change what was done before. instead, we added 
another layer of consistency.”

This focus on consistency at Axa is essential, 
given the numerous and contradictory national 
regimes in which the subsidiaries operate. 
According to Axa’s head of group ALM, Kent 
Griffin, centralised balance sheet control at Axa is 
only feasible for the more internationally uniform 
liabilities in its property & casualty or non-par-
ticipating life businesses. 

“Once you go beyond that into life operations and 
look at anything where you have a discretionary 
nature or a direct marketing impact, which is local; 

then to try and control that centrally in an organisa-
tion this size is going to be extremely difficult. The 
uK would be a classic example.”

According to Robinet, Axa’s drive for consist-
ency has three components: defining a risk 
appetite framework, managing risk concentration 
and developing group-wide ALM initiatives. 
According to Griffin, the consistency framework 
has had an impact without the need for central 
balance sheet control. 

“Our group-wide economic capital analysis is 
now six years old, and doing market-consistent val-
uation is now three years old. if you actually go 
back through that period, you can pick examples 
from across the group from where asset allocation 
has changed through to where it has actually 
affected sales of products.”

The actuary-risk manager interface
As Munich Re’s official guardian of shareholder 
value, charlie Shamieh could afford to make his 
dialogue with the actuaries of the ergo subsidiar-
ies something of a monologue. But in his pilot 
project (that ultimately led to the swaption trans-
action), he took care to pitch his analysis to win 
over his audience. 

“To understand market-consistent valuation, you 
cannot do it in the way the bankers think about it. 
in the dialogue with a traditional actuary, the 
actuary wants to see it the way he’s always seen it in 
the deterministic world. he wants to see how the 
book is projected out on every single one of those 
10,000 scenarios you get from the economic sce-
nario generator.

Once you go through that exercise, and you show 
that this bonus policy leads to this outcome in 
terms of micro-value assets versus micro-value lia-
bilities; and that putting in place this theoretical 
hedge leads to this outcome and protects us in 
these deflationary scenarios – which could be criti-
cal because the capital injection required on an 
economic basis could be very high – people start to 
understand it.”

“Before swaptions were used in life insurance, firms thought about lengthening 
duration using swaps and linear instruments to hedge out the reinvestment risk”

Jan Willing, Munich Re
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At Axa, there is tolerance for traditional actuarial views – within 
limits. As an example, Robinet and Griffin consider the case of a 
hypothetical chief actuary who argued that the long-term equity risk 
premium justified using equities to back bond-like liabilities. “Believe 
it or not, some have said that the duration gap is duration of equity,” 
notes Robinet. “We have had some intensive debate about that, and 
we came up with an answer: equity has no duration. it’s not a good 
answer to exposure to interest rate sensitivity.”

Yet unlike Munich Re, such an answer need not amount to a centrally-
driven change in investment policy. As Griffin puts it, “We have a set of 
very specific indicators: short term and long term, looking at economic 
capital, value, and earnings, etc.,” under this framework, the local entity 
that chooses high equity allocations would have to be prepared for the 
economic capital cost that could hit their performance targets.

“if a chief actuary is going to say that, no problem, they can say it. 
But they say it using our framework, which means that actually 
changes what people say. You’ll immediately end up with a discussion 
that revolves around the same set of KPis (key performance indica-
tors) that everyone else is using. You can have a true evaluation and 
debate of the strategy.”

Asset management dialogue
Where Axa does exert a degree of central control is on the asset manage-
ment side (96% of the firm’s €300 billion insurance assets are managed 
in-house). here, specific ALM issues are identified by Robinet’s team 
and transmitted via a target-setting framework. “The goal is not to 
manage the assets directly, but we give some guidelines for very specific 
issues,” Robinet explains.

“The best example i can give is duration management at the group level. 
We defined some targets at the group level taking into account the dura-
tion gap of the group. We reached one of our trigger points in early April. 
We did some swap overlay and it was done consistently in all the entities.” 
Another example was what Robinet refers to as a “top-down” decision to 
reduce group credit exposure to General Motors late in 2004.

For asset managers at German life companies, the problem of falling 
rates that worried Shamieh’s team was traditionally viewed as being one 
of reinvestment risk, or being forced to reinvest cash from maturing 
assets in new, lower-yielding assets. According to Willing: “Before swap-
tions were used in life insurance, firms thought about lengthening 
duration using swaps and linear instruments to hedge out the reinvest-
ment risk. So why use optionality to hedge away the reinvestment risk? 
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Given the disclosure of Munich Re’s €12.5 
billion swaption purchase, life and pensions 
providers have a potentially useful case 
study at their disposal. According to Munich 
Re’s annual report, at the end of 2005 it held 
swaptions with a fair value of €653 million, 
and total notional of €15.3 billion. 

According to a range of industry and 
market sources, Morgan Stanley acted as 
sole adviser and counterparty on all of 
Munich Re’s 2005 swaption transactions, 
although neither institution will comment 
on this. What Munich Re will say is that 
the transaction was executed in the first 
half of the year, and was first announced to 
shareholders at Munich Re’s Investors’ Day 
on risk management on 27 June, 2005.

This cut-off point coincides with a peak in 
at-the-money swaption prices, following a 
ramp-up that began in May. It is likely that 
modelling of the transaction occurred with 
reference to the lower price levels prior to 
May. If the execution date occurred during 
or after the ramp-up period, this could 

either represent an additional market 
impact cost to Munich Re, or a market 
noise effect. 

The question is complicated by a 
subsequent sell-off in volatility that began 
early in 2006, returning prices to pre-May 
2005 levels. This sell-off is believed to 
have been led by funding-driven transac-
tions, notably a large sale of options by the 
Italian treasury to Citigroup to reduce 

Italy’s debt servicing costs. 
For Shamieh, this represents market 

noise, with the implication that recent 
swaption price levels should not be used to 
benchmark the transaction. “What if you 
had a large European government entering 
the market and completely squashing what 
you had predicted would be the spread, as 
indeed happened last year. How can you 
possibly forecast that?”

2005: A euro volatility mystery
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Figure 1. Fair value of E12.5 billion swaption (with 3.5% strike price)

Source: Bloomberg



Because you are not only concerned about reinvestment risk, but also 
about rising interest rates and policyholder expectations.”

in such an environment, policyholders are likely to look elsewhere for 
better returns –an argument used to build internal support for swaption 
hedging, Shamieh explains. “We showed how powerful these instru-
ments can be in both meeting the expectations of policyholders by 
allowing them to still participate in terms of rising interest rates and, far 
more critically at that time, managing the risks to shareholders much 
better in terms of low interest rate environments.” 

Willing comments, “On maybe a more naïve level, it was also clear 
to everybody that if you give the policyholders optionality and con-
vexity you should buy it back in one way or another or make it in 
your portfolio. Making it could be by hedging or by buying it back 
by derivatives or options.”

At Axa, Robinet concedes that “two years ago, the notion of convexity 
was not well understood” at group level, and Griffin’s ALM team was 
created to address this. But as Griffin began to build a convexity frame-
work for Axa – first in discussion with regional ALM teams and then 
during the group’s shift to market-consistent embedded value (MceV) 
reporting – he found a wide range of understanding. 

“When i started about a year ago, at that point we had three levels of 
awareness of convexity.” The first group was on a par with the ergo com-
panies. “We know that convexity exists but it’s something that our 
investment managers look after,” Griffin recalls people saying. “Many 
people were in the second group, which viewed convexity as more of a 
constraint, so they didn’t want to have too much convexity, but they 
wouldn’t talk to the ceO or the cFO about it.” 

One Axa legal entity – Robinet won’t say which – did make a move 
to buy convexity around the same time as Munich Re, prompted by 
new group-wide KPis such as new business value (nBV). “People 
who didn’t know what convexity was from a ALM point of view looked 
at their MceV and their nBV number and they quickly understood 
the effect of a drop in interest rates – what could they do against 
that?” Robinet recalls. 

Then there was a third, sophisticated group that told Griffin, “We 
actively manage convexity because it’s a risk and also because it’s an 
opportunity – as much as looking at duration we should be looking at 
convexity.” Part of this group was Axa France, which had long experi-
ence using constant maturity swap (cMS) caps and floors to hedge the 
guarantee and lapse risks on its ‘General Account’ savings product. 

This experience had prompted Axa France to look at cost-effective 
alternatives to options buying, which could be shared with less sophis-
ticated members of the group, as Robinet explains. “AXA France did a 
convexity management study about how to hedge interest rates using 
inflation as a proxy. Axa Belgium, which is a smaller entity, wouldn’t 
have been able to do the study by themselves. They used what Axa 
France has done.”

Dividing responsibilities
The recent use of swaptions by continental life companies has highlighted 
a debate over the level of activism to be expected from chief risk officers. 
The decentralised Axa model, based on KPis and osmosis of risk sophisti-
cation, lies at one extreme. At the other extreme is Swiss group Winterthur, 
whose cRO, Joachim Oechslin, is thought to have direct involvement in 
the timing and execution of derivatives hedging transactions. 

While Oechslin declined to comment for this article, citing pre-flota-
tion restrictions, Shamieh takes a different approach to that taken by 
Winterthur. “The key lesson we learnt from the equity market crisis was 
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“We actively manage convexity because 
it’s a risk and also because it’s an 

opportunity – as much as looking at  
duration we should be looking at convexity”

Kent Griffin, Axa



that we think there’s a need on the risk govern-
ance side to have a very clean separation 
between risk management and execution; 
because if i say ‘do this’ then i’m actually 
involved in risk taking, and then you blur the 
boundaries. We think it’s important to keep a 
very solid line there between the two.”

That is not to say that Shamieh and Willing 
did not meet any investment banks pitching 
for the transaction. “We did at the outset,” 
Shamieh concedes. “We need to understand 
what we call ‘the body of realistically available 
assets that can best replicate the liabilities’. it’s 

not a theoretical concept, which means we 
must have a dialogue with the banks to under-
stand what is realistically available.”

But then, Shamieh “left the room”, as he puts 
it. Thus, while Munich Re’s decision to hedge 
was a board-level move made out of concern for 
policyholder and shareholder value, “The deci-
sion when to execute and to buy a particular 
instrument, or deviate away from that risk neu-
tral position, is actually the prerogative of the 
chief investment officer, within standards or 
limits that my area sets and are agreed by the 
relevant board and its risk committee,” he says. 

As regards speculation about the timing and 
market impact of the transaction [see box], 
Shamieh insists that this is missing the point. 
“We’re talking here about 20+ year protection 
and we’re using this for risk mitigation, not as a 

trading instrument. i would say exactly the 
same thing about whether it is best to allocate 
such transactions among eight, two or one 
banks – i don’t know the answer.  Frankly, that’s 
subordinate to the key issue we’re interested in, 
which is the risk mitigation element.”

The future of ALM
As the dust settles in the volatility markets from 
trades like Munich Re’s, cROs like Shamieh 
and Robinet are thinking about what comes 
next. At Munich Re, Shamieh and Willing have 
reflected on the book value regulatory culture 
that made ergo’s actuaries and investment man-
agers initially so resistant to change. 

until Bafin, the German financial services 
regulator, relaxed its rules in September 2005, 
German life companies were banned from pur-
chasing swaptions outright. The change came 
too late for Munich Re, which was forced to 
buy convexity in a “wrapped” format, which 
may have added to investment bank fees. 
Shamieh recently joined forces with fellow 

cRO Forum member Oechslin to release a 
paper calling for european insurance supervi-
sors to formally allow for risk mitigation in 
capital requirements. 

With the undisclosed cost of the €12.5 bil-
lion of swaptions mostly being absorbed by 
ergo policyholders, Shamieh believes that 
Germany’s life industry will have to follow the 
uK example and become more open about 
policyholder expectations. “There is a need for 
more responsibility when you sell or illustrate 
this kind of product to policyholders. That will 
become a discipline here in this market. i think 
if it doesn’t come from a regulatory angle, con-
sumers will demand it.”

Meanwhile, with the plunge in uK with-
profits investment serving as a cautionary tale, 
Axa’s current strategy is to aggressively focus 

on its fast growing variable annuity business, 
which originated in the uS and is now being 
gradually rolled out globally under the 
‘Accumulator’ brand. here, policyholders are 
offered a menu of long-dated options at a 
transparent price.

in terms of duration and convexity man-
agement, this is the most sophisticated area 
of Axa, and goes beyond doing strategic 
hedges with investment banks, as Robinet 
explains. “You need more subtle strategies 
because convexity is a cost that’s expensive. 
Managing these options dynamically makes 
a lot of sense. it reduces transaction costs. 
it’s more efficient; you can take a position in 
the second order, not in the first order, but a 
position of volatility and gamma.”

And crucially, this is the one area where 
Axa has given central control to Robinet’s 
group, says Griffin. “how the hedge is done 
operationally, and how it is monitored, and 
in terms of executing the trades – that is cen-
tralised. The synergy benefit is that rather 

than having teams for what is a very specific 
function, you can actually get quite a reason-
able sized team with a truly global experience 
by having it in one place.”

Munich Re’s Willing agrees with Robinet’s 
vision of dynamic ALM, envisaging what 
he calls, “A treasury department for volatil-
ity and convexity – buying back volatility 
when it’s cheap in order to then give it to 
policyholders.”

Yet it remains far from clear whether ergo, 
having embraced Shamieh’s thinking 
regarding its existing liabilities, is consider-
ing a dynamic approach to ALM along the 
lines suggested by Willing. And somewhat 
ominously, Axa has chosen to launch its 
european version of Accumulator on ergo’s 
home turf of Germany. l&p

“When we first introduced these market-consistent 
concepts to German life companies they thought we’d 

come from Mars”
Charlie Shamieh, Munich Re
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